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The Great Train Robbery of 1963 is one of the most infamous crimes in British history. In the dead of the night, robbers broke into this train, stealing more than £3 million. Two of the robbers—most likely in British history—were Disguised behind white cloth masks. Four men entered the upmarket jewelry store "Jeweler to the Stars" and held up the store for the cash and jewels on display. They escaped with more than £1 million in stolen goods. The weird wedding of Charles Bronson, where trouser zips were a major feature, took place in 2007. Bronson is not only a former armed robber but also a crime writer who has written a book titled "The Art of Armed Robbery: The True Story of Britain's Most Infamous Armed Robber." He has become a well-known figure in the criminal underworld and is known for his bold robberies and his theatrical displays of violence.